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Hypertoric manifolds and hyperKa¨hler
moment maps
Andrew Dancer and Andrew Swann
To Simon Salamon on the occasion of his 60th birthday
Abstract We discuss various aspects of moment map geometry in symplectic
and hyperKa¨hler geometry. In particular, we classify complete hyperKa¨hler
manifolds of dimension 4n with a tri-Hamiltonian action of a torus of di-
mension n, without any assumption on the finiteness of the Betti numbers.
As a result we find that the hyperKa¨hler moment in these cases has con-
nected fibres, a property that is true for symplectic moment maps, and is
surjective. New examples of hypertoric manifolds of infinite topological type
are produced. We provide examples of non-Abelian tri-Hamiltonian group
actions of connected groups on complete hyperKa¨hler manifolds such that
the hyperKa¨hler moment map is not surjective and has some fibres that are
not connected. We also discuss relationships to symplectic cuts, hyperKa¨hler
modifications and implosion constructions.
1 Introduction
A symplectic structure on a (necessarily even-dimensional) manifold is a
closed non-degenerate two-form. Several Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian
geometries have been developed over the years which give rise to a sym-
plectic structure as part of their data. The most famous example is that of
a hyperKa¨hler structure, where we have a Riemannian metric g and complex
structures I, J , K obeying the quaternionic multiplication relations, and
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such that g is Ka¨hler with respect to I, J,K. We therefore obtain a triple
(ωI , ωJ , ωK) of symplectic forms.
One of the foundational results of symplectic geometry is the Darboux
Theorem, which says that locally a symplectic structure can be put into
a standard form ω =
∑n
i=1 dpi ∧ dqi. Many of the interesting questions in
symplectic geometry are therefore global in nature, giving the subject a more
topological flavour.
Geometries involving a metric of course do not have a Darboux-type the-
orem, because the metric contains local information through its curvature
tensor. However, there is one area of symplectic geometry, that concerning
moment maps where a rich theory has been developed for other geomet-
ries by analogy with the symplectic situation. In this paper we shall discuss
some aspects of this, especially related to hypertoric manifolds, cutting and
implosion.
2 Hypertoric manifolds
Let M be a hyperKa¨hler manifold M of dimension 4n. We say that an action
of a group G on M is tri-symplectic if it preserves each of the symplectic
forms ωI , ωJ and ωK . This is equivalent to G preserving both the metric g
and each of the associated complex structures I, J and K; so the action is
isometric and tri-holomorphic. We will usually assume that G is connected
and that the action is effective.
Because hyperKa¨hler metrics are Ricci-flat, we have that if M is compact,
then any Killing field X is parallel and so G is Abelian. As the complex
structures are also parallel the distribution HX = SpanR{X, IX, JX,KX}
is integrable and flat. Up to finite covers, an M is a product T 4m×M0, with
G acting trivially on M0.
Thus the interesting cases are when M is non-compact. From the Rieman-
nian perspective is now natural to consider complete metrics. Note that by
Alekseevski˘ı & Kimel’fel’d [1], any homogeneous hyperKa¨hler manifold is flat;
such a manifold is necessarily complete, so its universal cover is R4n with the
flat metric. Thus one should consider actions on M with orbits of dimension
strictly less than 4n.
One says that a tri-holomorphic action of G onM is tri-Hamiltonian if it is
Hamiltonian for each symplectic structure, meaning that there are equivariant
moment maps
µI , µJ , µK : M → g∗, (1)
dµXA = XyωA, (2)
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where µXA = 〈µA, X〉. Here we write X both for the element of g and the
corresponding vector field x 7→ Xx on M . Also 〈α,X〉 = α(X) is the pairing
between g∗ and g.
As each X ∈ g preserves ωA, we have 0 = LXωA = XydωA + d(XyωA) =
d(XyωA), soXyωA is exact. Thus ifM is simply-connected then, equation (2)
has a solution µXA ∈ C∞(M) that is unique up to an additive constant.
2.1 Abelian actions
For an Abelian group G, equivariance of µA is the just the condition LXµ
Y
A =
0 for each X,Y ∈ g. But LXµYA = XydµYA = −ωA(X,Y ) = −g(AX, Y )
and d(ωA(X,Y )) = LY (XyωA) = 0. So LXµ
Y
A is constant and the action
is tri-Hamiltonian only if for each A we have G⊥AG, where Gx = {Xx |
X ∈ g} ⊂ TxM . This last condition is equivalent to dimHGx = 4dimGx for
each x ∈M .
Proposition 1. Suppose G is a connected Abelian group that has an effective
tri-Hamiltonian action on a connected hyperKa¨hler manifold M of dimen-
sion 4n. Then the dimension of G is at most n.
Proof. For each x ∈M , the discussion above shows that the tri-Hamiltonian
condition gives dimGx 6 n. We thus need to show that there is some x ∈M
such that the map g→ Gx, X 7→ Xx, is injective.
Fix a point x ∈M such that dim stabG(x) is the least possible. Note that
H = stabG(x) is a compact subgroup of Sp(n) 6 SO(4n). We may therefore
H-invariantly write TxM = Tx(G · x) ⊕W as an orthogonal direct sum of
the tangent space to the orbit through x and its orthogonal complement W .
Now consider the map F : G×W →M given by
F (g, w) = g · (expxw) = expgx g∗w.
At (e, 0) ∈ G × W this has differential (F∗)(e,0)(X,w) = Xx + w and
F (gh, (h∗)
−1w) = F (g, w) for each h ∈ H . Thus F descends to a diffeomorph-
ism from a neighbourhood of (e, 0) ∈ G×HW to a neighbourhood U of x ∈M
which is equivariant for the action of g. In particular stabG F (e, w) ⊂ H when
F (e, w) ∈ U .
As G acts effectively, we have for each X ∈ g \ {0} there is some point y
with Xy 6= 0. But M is Ricci-flat, so the Killing vector field X is analytic,
thus the set {y ∈M |Xy 6= 0} is open and dense.
If dimH = dim stabG(x) is non-zero, then there is a non-zero element
X ∈ h. Now X is non-zero at some point y = F (g, w) of U , and z = g−1y =
F (e, w) has Xz = (g∗)
−1Xy 6= 0 too, since G is Abelian. So Lie stabG(z) is a
subspace of h not containing X . It follows that dim stabG(z) < dim stabG(x),
contradicting our choice of x.
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We conclude that dim h = 0, so stabG(x) is finite and g 7→ Gx is a bijection.
Thus dim g 6 n. ⊓⊔
Any connected Abelian group of finite dimension is of the form G = Rm×
T k for some m, k > 0. If M is simply-connected then the tri-symplectic T k-
action is necessarily tri-Hamiltonian: each µYA obtains its maximum on each
T k-orbit, and so LXµ
Y
A = Xydµ
Y
A is zero at these points, and hence on all
of M . If dimG = n and the G-action is tri-Hamiltonian, Bielawski [5] proves
that the Rm factor acts freely and any discrete subgroup of Rm acts properly
discontinuously, so a discrete quotient of M has a tri-Hamiltonian T n-action.
In general, a hyperKa¨hler manifold of dimension 4n with a tri-Hamiltonian
T n action is called hypertoric.
Bielawski [5] classified the hypertoric manifolds in any dimension under
the assumption that M has finite topological type, meaning that the Betti
numbers of M are finite. For dimM = 4, this classification is extended to
general hypertoricM in [24]. Here we wish to provide the full classification of
hypertoric manifolds in arbitrary dimension, without any restriction on the
topology. First let us recall some of the four-dimensional story.
2.2 Dimension four
Let M be a four-dimensional hyperKa¨hler manifold with an effective tri-
Hamiltonian S1-action of period 2π. Let X be the corresponding vector
field on M . Note that the only special orbits for the action are fixed
points: if g ∈ S1 stabilises the point x and Xx 6= 0, then g fixes TxM =
Span{Xx, IXx, JXx,KXx} and hence a neighbourhood of x, so by analyti-
city g = e.
The hyperKa¨hler moment map
µ = (µI , µJ , µK) : M → R3
is a local diffeomorphism away from the fixed point set MX . Locally on
M ′ = M \MX , the hyperKa¨hler metric may be written as
g =
1
V
β20 + V (α
2
I + α
2
J + α
2
K),
where αA = XyωA = dµA, V = 1/g(X,X) and β0 = α0/‖X‖ = g(X, · )V 1/2.
The hyperKa¨hler condition is now equivalent to the monopole equation dβ0 =
−∗3dV , which implies that locally V is a harmonic function on R3.
Theorem 2 ([24]). Let M be a complete connected hyperKa¨hler manifold
of dimension 4 with a tri-Hamiltonian circle action of period 2π. Then the
hyperKa¨hler moment map µ : M → R3 is surjective with connected fibres and
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induces a homeomorphism µ : M/S1 → R3. The metric on M is specified by
any harmonic function V : R3 \ Z → (0,∞) of the form
V (p) = c+
1
2
∑
q∈Z
1
‖p− q‖ (3)
where c > 0 is constant and Z ⊂ R3 is finite or countably infinite. ⊓⊔
The set Z = µ(MX) is the image of the fixed-point set MX . The metrics
with c = 0 and Z finite are the Gibbons-Hawking metrics [11]; c > 0 and
Z finite gives the older multi-Taub-NUT metrics [16]. For Z 6= ∅, the hy-
perKa¨hler manifold M is simply-connected, with b2(M) = |Z| − 1; for c > 0,
Z = ∅, we have M = S1 × R3 with µ projection to the second factor. For
Z infinite and c = 0, the hyperKa¨hler metrics are of type A∞ as construc-
ted by Anderson, Kronheimer and LeBrun [3] and Goto [13], concentrating
on the case Z = {(n2, 0, 0) | n ∈ N>0}, and written down for general Z in
Hattori [15]. These are the examples of infinite topological type.
To understand and extend Hattori’s general formulation of these struc-
tures, we need to study when (3) gives a finite sum on an open subset of R3.
By Harnack’s Principle (see e.g. [4]) if (3) is finite at one point of R3, then
it is finite on all of R3 \ Z. This may be seen in a elementary way via the
following result.
Lemma 3. Suppose (qn)n∈N is a sequence of points in R
3 is given. Then the
series S1 =
∑
n∈N‖p− qn‖−1 converges at some p ∈ R3 \ {qn | n ∈ N} if and
only if the series S2 =
∑
n∈N(1 + ‖qn‖)−1 converges.
Proof. First note that if there is a compact subset C of R3 containing infin-
itely many points of the sequence (qn), then neither sum converges: there is
some subsequence (qi)i∈I that converges to a q ∈ R3, and so infinitely many
terms are greater than some strictly positive lower bound.
Now putting c = 1 + ‖p‖, we have ‖p − q‖ 6 ‖p‖ + ‖q‖ 6 c(1 + ‖q‖). It
follows that convergence of S1 implies converges of S2.
For the converse, we consider q ∈ R3 \B(0;R) for R = 1+ 2‖p‖ and have
‖p− q‖ > ‖q‖ − ‖p‖ = 12‖q‖+ (12‖q‖ − ‖p‖)
> 12 (‖q‖+ 1).
(4)
If S2 converges, then {n ∈ N | qn ∈ B(0;R)} is finite, so the inequality (4)
implies convergence of S1. ⊓⊔
Finally let us remark that scaling the hyperKa¨hler metric g by a constant C
scales V as a function onM by C−1. However the hyperKa¨hler moment map µ
also scales by C, so the induced function V (p) = V (µ(x)) on R3 has the same
form, with a new constant term c/C and the points q replaced by q/C. On
the other hand scaling the vector field X by a constant, so that the action it
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generates is no longer of period 2π, scales V onM and µ by different weights.
In particular, such a change alters the factors 1/2 in (3).
2.3 Construction of hypertoric manifolds
Bielawski and Dancer [6] provided a general construction of hypertoric mani-
folds in all dimensions with finite topological type. Goto [13] gave a particular
construction of examples of in arbitrary dimension of infinite topological type.
Let us now build on Hattori’s four-dimensional description [15], to combine
these two constructions.
Let L be a finite or countably infinite set. Choose Λ = (Λk)k∈L ∈ HL and
define λ = (λk)k∈L by λk = − 12ΛkiΛk ∈ ImH. For each k ∈ L, let uk ∈ Rn
be a non-zero vector and put λˆk = λk/‖uk‖. Suppose∑
k∈L
(1 + |λˆk|)−1 <∞. (5)
Consider the Hilbert manifold MΛ = Λ+ L
2(H), where
L
2(H) =
{
v ∈ HL
∣∣∣∑
k∈L
|vk|2 <∞
}
.
Let Tλ be the Hilbert group
Tλ =
{
g ∈ T L = (S1)L
∣∣∣∑
k∈L
(1 + |λk|) |1− gk|2 <∞
}
.
If ‖uk‖ is bounded away from 0, then g ∈ Tλ implies gk is arbitrarily close
to 1 except for a finite number of k ∈ L. As |1− exp(it)|2 = 2− 2 cos(t) 6 t2
for all t ∈ R and |1− exp(it)|2 > 2t2/π2 on (−π/2, π/2), we see that the Lie
algebra of Tλ is
tλ =
{
t ∈ RL
∣∣∣ ‖t‖2λ,t =∑
k∈L
(1 + |λk|) |tk|2 <∞
}
.
Now consider the linear map β : tλ → Rn given by β(ek) = uk, where ei =
(δki )k∈L, where δ
k
i ∈ {0, 1} is Kronecker’s delta. Supposing β is continuous
then we define nβ = kerβ ⊂ tλ. If uk ∈ Zn ⊂ Rn for each k ∈ L, we may
define a Hilbert subgroup Nβ of Tλ by
Nβ = ker(exp ◦β ◦ exp−1 : Tλ → T n).
This gives exact sequences
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0 −−−−→ nβ ι−−−−→ tλ β−−−−→ Rn −−−−→ 0, (6)
0 −−−−→ Nβ −−−−→ Tλ −−−−→ T n −−−−→ 0. (7)
Our aim now is to construct hypertoric manifolds of dimension 4n as hy-
perKa¨hler quotients of MΛ by Nβ .
Remark 4. The construction of Hattori [15] corresponds to n = 1 and
uk = 1 ∈ R for each k. For general dimension 4n, Goto’s construction [13]
corresponds to L = (Z \ {0}) ∐ {1, . . . , n},
Λk =


ki, for k ∈ Z>0,
kk, for k ∈ Z<0,
0, for k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
with uk =


e1, for k ∈ Z \ {0},
n∑
i=1
ei, for k = 1 ∈ {1, . . . , n},
−er, for k = r ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
Thus Goto’s construction is for one concrete choice of (λk)k∈L and only one
of the uk’s is repeatedly infinitely many times.
Returning to the general situation, note that the integrality of uk implies
‖uk‖ > 1, so the convergence condition (5) implies∑
k∈L
(1 + |λk|)−1 <∞. (8)
The group Tλ acts on MΛ via gx = (gkxk)k∈L: indeed for g ∈ Tλ and
x = Λ+ v ∈MΛ, we have gx = gΛ+ gv = Λ− (1− g)Λ+ gv, but gv ∈ L2(H)
and ‖(1− g)Λ‖2 =∑k∈L 12 |λk||1− gk|2 6 12∑k∈L(1+ |λk|)|1− gk|2, which is
finite by the definition of Tλ, so (1−g)Λ ∈ L2(H) too. The action preserves the
flat hyperKa¨hler structure with L2-metric and complex structures obtained
by regarding L2(H) as a right H-module. Identifying R3 with ImH = Ri +
Rj+Rk, a corresponding hyperKa¨hler moment map is given by 〈µΛ(x), t〉 =
1
2
∑
k∈L(xkitkxk − ΛkitkΛk). The terms − 12ΛkitkΛk ensure that the sum in
µΛ converges, but otherwise are arbitrary linear terms in tk with values in
ImH. With our definition of λk, we have
µΛ(x) =
∑
k∈L
(
λk +
1
2xkixk
)
e∗k.
The hyperKa¨hler moment map for the subgroupNβ is then µβ = ι
∗µΛ : MΛ →
ImH⊗ n∗β . We define
M = M(β, λ) =MΛ///Nβ = µ
−1
β (0)/Nβ.
Since (6) is exact, we have dually ker ι∗ = imβ∗ and hence the following
characterisation of µ−1β (0).
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Lemma 5. A point x ∈ MΛ lies in the zero set of the hyperKa¨hler moment
map µβ for Nβ if and only if there is an a ∈ ImH⊗ (Rn)∗ with
a(uk) = λk +
1
2xkixk (9)
for each k ∈ L, where uk = β(ek). ⊓⊔
In equation (9), note that xk = 0 if and only if a(uk) = λk. Indeed, the
map H → ImH, v 7→ viv, is surjective with |viv| = |v|2. As in [6], we define
affine subspaces Hk ⊂ ImH⊗ (Rn)∗ of real codimension 3 by
Hk = H(uk, λk) = {a ∈ ImH⊗ (Rn)∗ | a(uk) = λk} (10)
which we call flats. Note that T n = Tλ/Nβ acts onM and that ifM is smooth
this action preserves induced the hyperKa¨hler structure and has moment
map φ : M → ImH ⊗ (Rn)∗ induced by µΛ: indeed LieT n = tλ/nβ implies
(LieT n)∗ = (nβ)
0, the annihilator of nβ in t
∗
λ, so on µ
−1
β (0) the map µΛ takes
values in (nβ)
0 = (LieT n)∗ and descends to M as φ. It follows, as in [6], that
φ induces a homeomorphismM/T n → ImH⊗ (Rn)∗ and that for p ∈M , the
stabiliser stabTn(p) is the subtorus with Lie algebra spanned by the uk such
that φ(p) ∈ Hk.
Theorem 6. Suppose uk = β(ek) ∈ Zn, k ∈ L, are primitive and span Rn.
Let λk ∈ ImH, k ∈ L, be given such that the convergence condition (5) holds
and the flats Hk = H(uk, λk), k ∈ L, are distinct. Then the hyperKa¨hler
quotient M = M(β, λ) is smooth if
(a) any set of n+ 1 flats Hk has empty intersection, and
(b) whenever n distinct flats Hk(1), . . . , Hk(n) have non-empty intersection
the corresponding vectors uk(1), . . . , uk(n) form a Z-basis for Z
n.
We break the proof in to several steps.
Proposition 7. Suppose uk ∈ Zn, k ∈ L, are primitive, span Rn and satisfy
condition (b) of Theorem 6. Then U = {uk | k ∈ L} is finite.
Proof. Note that if uk(1), . . . , uk(n) are linearly independent then
⋂n
j=1Hk(j)
is a single point. Thus (b) implies that U contains a Z-basis v1, . . . , vn for Zn.
Then matrix A with columns v1, . . . , vn is invertible with inverse in Mn(Z),
so A lies in GL(n,Z) = {B ∈Mn(Z) |detB = ±1}. Multiplying with A−1 we
may thus assume for the purpose of this proof that U contains the standard
basis e1, . . . , en.
Suppose u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ U is different from ei, for all i = 1, . . . , n. For
j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, consider the matrix Aj with columns u, e1, . . . , êj, . . . , en, so
ej is omitted. We have detAj = ±uj. If detAj is non-zero, then its columns
are linearly independent and the discussion above gives detAj = ±1. It
follows that uj ∈ {−1, 0, 1} for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In particular, there are
only finitely many such u’s. ⊓⊔
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It follows that under condition (b), the set {‖uk‖ | k ∈ L} is bounded, so
(8) and (5) are equivalent. Now the map β : tλ → Rn has Riesz representation
β(t) = 〈t, γ〉λ,t =
∑
k∈L(1+|λk|)tkγk given by γk = uk/(1+|λk|). As ‖γ‖2λ,t =∑
k∈L(1 + |λk|)−1‖uk‖2, boundedness of ‖uk‖ and (8) show that γ lies in tλ.
Thus β is continuous and it follows that Nβ is a Hilbert subgroup of Tλ of
codimension n.
Lemma 8. If conditions (a) and (b) hold then the group Nβ acts freely on
µ−1β (0).
Proof. Given a subset K ⊂ L, we define the subgroup TK subgroup of Tλ by
TK = {(gk)k∈L ∈ Tλ | gℓ = 1 ∀k /∈ K},
so that the Lie algebra of TK is spanned by {ek | k ∈ K}. For x ∈ MΛ, the
stabiliser stabTλ(x) is TK where K = {k | xk = 0}.
Now consider x ∈ µ−1β (0). Equation (9) implies that xk = 0 if and
only if φ(π(x)) ∈ Hk, where π : µ−1β (0) → M is the quotient map. Thus
stabTλ(x) = TK(x), where K(x) = {k | φ(π(x)) ∈ Hk}. Condition (a) implies
that K(x) contains at most n elements. The stabiliser of x under Nβ consists
of those elements in stabTλ(x) that lie in the kernel of the map Tλ → T n
induced by β. But β(ek) = uk and implies that (gk)k∈L ∈ TK(x) maps to
h =
∏
k∈K(x) gk exp(uk) =
∏
k∈K(x) exp(iθkuk) ∈ T n, where gk = eiθk .
Condition (b) implies that the uk, k ∈ K(x), are part of a Z-basis for Zn,
so we may change basis via an element of GL(n,Z) so that the uk become the
first r basis elements. Then h becomes diag(eiθ(1), . . . , eiθ(r), 1, . . . , 1), where
θ(j) is a corresponding relabelling of the θk’s. It follows that θk ∈ 2πZ and
so gk = 1 for each k ∈ K(x). Thus stabNβ (x) is trivial, as claimed. ⊓⊔
As in [13], for x ∈MΛ, let Xx : tλ → TxMΛ be the map sending an element
to the corresponding tangent vector at x generated by the action:
Xx(t) =
d
ds
(exp(st)x)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
(
itkxk
)
k∈L
.
Lemma 9. For x ∈ µ−1β (0), the map Xx induces a linear homeomorphism
from nβ to the tangent space Tx(Nβ · x) of the Nβ-orbit through x.
Proof. For general x ∈MΛ, we have ‖Xx(t)‖2 = ‖(tkxk)k∈L‖2 =
∑
k∈L|tk|2|Λk + vk|2.
Except for finitely many k ∈ L, we have |Λk| > 2|vk|, so for these k, we have
|Λk + vk|2 6 |3Λk/2|2 = 9|λk|/8. It follows that there is a constant Cx,
independent of t, such that ‖Xx(t)‖ 6 Cx‖t‖λ,t. Thus Xx : tλ → TxMΛ is
continuous.
Now let K1 = L \ {k ∈ L | |Λk| > 1 > 2|vk|}, which is a finite set by (8)
and the condition that v ∈ L2(H). For k /∈ K1, we have |λk| > 1/2, so
|xk|2 = |Λk + vk|2 > |Λk/2|2 = |λk|/8 > (1 + |λk|)/32. It follows that for
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k /∈ K(x) = {k | xk = 0}, there is a constant cx > 0 such that |tkxk|2 >
cx(1 + |λk|)|tk|2.
For x ∈ µ−1β (0), the set K(x) coincides with the previous definition
K(x) = {k | φ(π(x)) ∈ Hk} and so contains at most n elements. Let
Vx = Span{ek | k ∈ K(x)} 6 tλ and write pr⊥ : tλ → V ⊥x for the orthogonal
projection away from Vx. Then β is injective on Vx, so pr
⊥ is a continuous
linear bijection prβ : nβ → pr⊥(nβ). The image is the orthogonal complement
to Vx⊕β†(β(Vx)⊥), where β(Vx)⊥ is the orthogonal complement in Rn. As β
is surjective, its adjoint β† is injective, so pr⊥(nβ) is of finite codimension and
thus a Hilbert subspace of tλ. By the Open Mapping Theorem, we conclude
that pr−1β is continuous, and we note that its norm is non-zero.
Now for x ∈ µ−1β (0) and t ∈ nβ, we have
‖Xx(t)‖2 = ‖(tkxk)k∈L‖2 > cx
∑
k/∈K(x)
(1 + |λk|)|tk|2 = cx‖prβ(t)‖2λ,t
>
cx
‖pr−1β ‖2
‖t‖2λ,t,
showing that Xx has continuous inverse on Tx(Nβ · x). ⊓⊔
It now follows, as in [13], that for x ∈ µ−1β (0), the differential dµβ : TxMΛ →
ImH⊗n∗β is split, with right inverse the R-linear map given by a⊗δ = AXx(t),
where δ = 〈t, · 〉λ,t and A = a1I + a2J + a3K for a = a1i + a2j + a3k. This
implies that µ−1β (0) is a smooth Hilbert submanifold of MΛ. On µ
−1
β (0),
Goto’s construction [13] of slices Sx goes through unchanged: one considers
the map Fx : µ
−1
β (0) → n∗β given by Fx(x + w)(t) = 〈w,Xx(t)〉 and puts
Sx = F
−1
x (0) ∩ U , for a sufficiently small neighbourhood U of x. Thus
M(β, λ) = µ−1β (0)/Nβ is a smooth manifold.
Fix a point q ∈ ImH⊗ (Rn)∗ \⋃k∈LHk. For x ∈ µ−1β (0) with φπ(x) = q,
we have that xk 6= 0 for all k ∈ L. Thus Tλ acts freely on xk. As ek ∈ tλ
for each k ∈ L, it follows that ek ∈ F = Tx(Tλ · x), and that TXMΛ =
F ⊕ IF ⊕ JF ⊕KF . As β is surjective, we conclude that F/Tx(Nβ · x) is of
dimension n and that M(β, λ) = µ−1β (0)/Nβ is of dimension 4n.
The standard considerations of the hyperKa¨hler quotient construction
shows that M(β, λ) inherits a smooth hyperKa¨hler structure, completing the
proof of Theorem 6.
Just as in Hattori [15], one may use the Tλ action to show that different
choices of (Λk)k∈L yielding the same (λk)k∈L result in hyperKa¨hler structures
that are isometric via a tri-holomorphic map.
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2.4 Classification of complete hypertoric manifolds
Now suppose that M is an arbitrary complete connected hypertoric manifold
of dimension 4n and write G = T n. Bielawski [5, §4] shows that locally M
has much of the structure of the hypertoric manifolds constructed above.
Indeed for each p ∈ M , we may find a G-invariant neighbourhood of the
form U = G ×H W , where H = stabG(p) and W = Tp(G · p)⊥ ⊂ TxM .
Now H acts trivially on W1 = (ImH)Tp(G · p), and effectively as an Abelian
subgroup of Sp(r) on the orthogonal complement W2 = W ∩ W⊥1 ∼= Hr.
Counting dimensions, it follows that H acts as T r on W2, and hence H is
connected. The image of the singular orbits in U is a union of distinct flats
Hk = H(uk, λk) as in (10), where uk may be chosen to lie in Z
n ⊂ Rn = g and
be primitive vectors. The collection {uk |µ(p) ∈ Hk} is then part of a Z-basis
for Rn spanning the Lie algebra of H . Furthermore, examining the structure
of µ on such a neighbourhood U , Bielawski shows that µ induces a local
homeomorphism M/G → ImH ⊗ g∗ ∼= R3n. In particular, the hyperKa¨hler
moment map µ : M → ImH⊗ g∗ is an open map.
Let {Hk | k ∈ L} be the collection of all flats that arise in this way. The
index set L is finite or countably infinite, since M is second countable.
Lemma 10. Suppose α ∈ (Zn)∗ ⊂ (Rn)∗ = g∗ is non-zero. Let Tα be the
subtorus of G = T n whose Lie algebra is spanned by kerα = {u ∈ g | α(u) =
0}. For a ∈ ImH ⊗ g∗, write [a]α = a+ ImH ⊗ Rα for the equivalence class
of a in ImH⊗ (g∗/Rα). Then except for countably many choices of [a]α, the
group Tα acts freely on µ
−1([a]α).
Note that (kerα)∗ = g∗/Rα.
Proof. Consider the intersection [a]α∩Hk. A general point of [a]α is a+q⊗α,
q ∈ ImH, which lies in Hk = H(uk, λk) only if a(uk) + qα(uk) = λk. If
α(uk) 6= 0 this equation has a unique solution for q; if α(uk) = 0 then
there is a solution only if a(uk) = λk and then [a]α ⊂ Hk. Thus choosing
a(uk) 6= λk for each k ∈ L, ensures that [a]α ∩ Hk is empty for every k for
which uk ∈ kerα. It follows that Tα acts almost freely on µ−1([a]α), but as
each stabiliser of the T n-action is connected, we find that Tα acts freely. ⊓⊔
Corollary 11. For α, Tα and a as in Lemma 10, the hyperKa¨hler quotient
M(a, α) = µ−1([a]α)/Tα is a complete hyperKa¨hler manifold of dimension
four. Furthermore, M(a, α) carries an effective tri-Hamiltonian circle action.
Proof. As Tα is compact and acts freely on µ
−1([a]α), it follows thatM(a, α)
is hyperKa¨hler [17]. Completeness of M implies completeness of the level set
µ−1([a]α) and hence of the hyperKa¨hler quotient.
As µ is T n-invariant, the level set µ−1([a]α) is preserved by T
n and we get
an action of the circle T n/Tα on the quotient. Identifying [a]α with ImH via
a + q ⊗ α 7→ q, the restriction of µ to µ−1([a]α) descends to a hyperKa¨hler
moment map for this action. ⊓⊔
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From the four-dimensional classification Theorem 2, we find have that the
moment map ofM(a, α) surjects on to ImH. Interpreting this in terms of the
moment map µ of M , we have that [a]α lies in the image of µ. But on M the
moment map µ is an open map. And, as
⋃{[a]α | a(uk) 6= λk∀k : uk ∈ kerα}
is dense in ImH⊗ Rn, we conclude that µ is a surjection.
Furthermore, the metric onM(a, α) is given by a potential of the form (3)
up to an overall positive scale. The elements of Z are just the intersection
points of [a]α ∩Hk, for uk /∈ kerα. These are the points ak = a+ qk ⊗α with
qk = (λk − a(uk))/α(uk). Now for p ∈ µ−1([a]α), writing µ(p) = a + q ⊗ α,
we have
µ(p)− ak = (q − qk)⊗ α = qα(uk)− (λk − a(uk))
α(uk)
⊗ α
= (〈µ(p), uk〉 − λk)⊗ α
α(uk)
.
Thus the potential for M(a, α) is proportional to
Vα(p) = c+
1
2
∑
k∈L
1
‖〈µ(p), uk〉 − λk‖
|α(uk)|
‖α‖ ,
where we may include the terms with uk ∈ kerα, since they contribute zero,
and ‖α‖ is the norm of α with respect to the standard inner product from
the identification g = Rn.
Using this inner product we may identify g with g∗. Then the function
rk(b) = ‖b(uk)− λk‖/‖uk‖ = ‖b(uˆk)− λˆk‖,
where uˆk = uk/‖uk‖ and λˆk = λk/‖uk‖, corresponds to the distance of b
from the flat Hk. We may thus write
Vα(p) = c+
1
2
∑
k∈L
|αˆ(uˆk)|
rk(µ(p))
, (11)
for αˆ = α/‖α‖.
Now choose a so that a(uk) 6= λk for all k ∈ L. Then for p ∈ µ−1(a)
we have that Vα in (11) is finite for each non-zero integral α ∈ g∗. As each
unit vector uˆ ∈ g ∼= Rn has 〈uˆ, ei〉 > 1/
√
n for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we
conclude that
∑
k∈L 1/rk(µ(p)) converges. In particular the distance of µ(p)
to Hk is bounded below by a uniform constant. It follows that there is an
open neighbourhood U of µ(p) in µ(M) ⊂ ImH ⊗ g∗ for which a(uk) 6= λk
for all a ∈ U .
LetMU be a connected component of µ
−1(U). Then T n acts freely onMU
and the hyperKa¨hler structure on MU is uniquely determined via a polyhar-
monic function F on U ⊂ ImH⊗ g∗ as follows. The hyperKa¨hler metric is of
the form
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g =
n∑
i,j=1
(V −1)ijβ
i
0β
j
0 + Vij(α
i
Iα
j
I + α
i
Jα
k
J + α
i
Kα
j
K),
where for X1, . . . , Xn is a basis for R
n = g, we have αiA = XiyωA, (V
−1)ij =
(g(Xi, Xj)) and β
1
0 , . . . , β
n
0 are the C
∞(MU )-linear combinations of g(X1, · ),
. . . , g(Xn, · ) such that βi0(Xj) = δij . As a result of Pedersen and Poon [22]
and the Legendre transform of Lindstro¨m and Rocˇek [20, 17] the functions
Vij on U ⊂ ImH⊗ g∗ are polyharmonic meaning that they are harmonic on
each affine subspace a + ImH ⊗ Rα, α ∈ g∗ \ {0}. Furthermore this matrix
of functions is given by a single polyharmonic function F : U → R via Vij =
Fxixj , where we choose a unit vector e ∈ ImH and (x1, . . . , xn) are standard
coordinates on Rn = Re⊗ g∗ ⊂ ImH⊗ g∗. We write
sk(b) = 〈e, b(uˆk)− λˆk〉.
As e acts on e⊥ ⊂ ImH as a complex structure, we may choose corresponding
standard complex coordinates (z1, . . . , zn) on e
⊥ ⊗ g∗. A potential V of the
form (3) is then V = Fxx with
F (x, z) =
1
4
c(2x2 − |z|2) + 1
2
∑
k∈L
(sk log(sk + rk)− rk).
As in Bielawski [5], we now deduce that for MU the function F has the form
F =
∑
k∈L
ak(sk log(sk + rk)− rk) +
n∑
i,j=1
cij(4xixj − zizj − zjzi)
for some real constants ak, cij . As Bielawski explains the cij terms are from
a Taub-NUT deformation of a metric determined by the first sum, that is
there is a hypertoric manifold M2 and MU = M2 × (S1 × R3)m///Tm with
Tm acting effectively on the product of S1-factors, trivially on the R3-factors
and as a subgroup of T n on M2. By analyticity, the hyperKa¨hler metric on
MU determines the hyperKa¨hler metric on M .
Using Bielawski’s techniques and the computations of [6], one may now
conclude that M2 comes from the construction of the previous section. In
particular, we note that the ak’s are bounded and convergence of Vα(p) in (11)
for each non-zero integral α corresponds to the condition (5). To see this
first we remark that convergence of the Vα(p)’s corresponds to convergence
of R(b) =
∑
k∈L 1/rk(b) for b = µ(p): this follows from |αˆ(uˆk)| 6 1 and
〈uˆk, ei〉 > 1/
√
n for some i. Now rk(b) 6 |b(uk)|+ |λˆk| 6 (1 + ‖b‖)(1 + |λˆk|)
gives that convergence of R(b) implies (5). Conversely, note that (5) implies
that |λˆk| < 1+2‖b‖ for only finitely many k ∈ L. But for |λˆk| > 1+2‖b‖, we
have rk(b) > (|λˆk|+ 1)/2, as in (4), so we get convergence of R(b).
We have thus proved the following result.
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Theorem 12. Let M be a connected hypertoric manifold of dimension 4n.
Then M is a product M = M2×(S1×R3)m with M2 a hypertoric manifold of
the type constructed in §2.3, i.e., the hyperKa¨hler quotient of flat Hilbert hy-
perKa¨hler manifold by an Abelian Hilbert Lie group. The hyperKa¨hler metric
in M is either the product hyperKa¨hler metric or a Taub-NUT deformation
of this metric. ⊓⊔
From the proof and the construction of the previous section, we have the
following properties of the hyperKa¨hler moment map of in this situation.
Corollary 13. If M is a connected complete hyperKa¨hler manifold of dimen-
sion 4n with an effective tri-Hamiltonian action of T n, then the hyperKa¨hler
moment map µ : M → ImH⊗(Rn)∗ ∼= R3n is surjective with connected fibres.
⊓⊔
3 Cuts and modifications
Symplectic cutting was introduced by Lerman in 1995 [19]. The construc-
tion starts with a symplectic manifold with Hamiltonian circle action, and
produces a new manifold of the same type, but with different topology. Ex-
plicitly, given M with circle action and associated moment map µ, we form
the symplectic quotient at level ǫ,
M ǫcut = (M × C)//ǫS1
where the S1 is the antidiagonal of the product action obtained from the
given action on M and the standard rotation on C. Note that the moment
map for the action on C is φ : z 7→ |z|2.
The new space Mcut is of the same dimension as M and inherits a circle
action from the diagonal action on M × C. Moreover, as
Mcut = {(m, z) | µ(m)− |z|2 = ǫ}/S1
we see that the points {m|µ(m) < ǫ} are removed. Moreover, because φ : z 7→
|z|2 is a trivial circle fibration over (0,∞) with the circle fibre collapsing to a
point at the origin, we see that the region {m |µ(m) > ǫ} remains unchanged,
while the hypersurface µ−1(ǫ) is collapsed by a circle action.
We can generalise this to the case of torus actions, by replacing C by a
toric variety associated to a polytope ∆. The region µ−1(Rn \ (∆+ ǫ)) will be
removed, the preimage of the ǫ-translate of the interior of ∆ is unchanged,
while collapsing by tori takes place on the preimage of lower-dimensional
faces of the translated polytope.
For general geometries, we want to mimic this construction by looking at
the appropriate quotient of M × N by an Abelian group G, where N is a
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space whose reduction by G is a point. The topological change in M will be
controlled by the geometry of the moment map for the G action on N .
The simplest example is that of a hyperKa¨hler manifold with circle action.
We now explain the hyperKa¨hler analogue of a cut in this situation, which
we call a modification [10]. The natural choice of N is now the quaternions
H. Several new features now emerge, because the hyperKa¨hler moment map
µ : H → R3 has very different properties from that for C. In particular, it is
surjective, and is a non-trivial circle fibration over R3 \ {0}; in fact φ is given
by the Hopf map on each sphere. This means that in forming the hyperKa¨hler
quotient Mmod = (M × H)///S1 we do not discard any points in M (hence
the use of the terminology modification rather than cut!). We still collapse
the locus µ−1(ǫ) by a circle action, because φ is injective over the origin. The
complementsM \µ−1(ǫ) andMmod \ (µ−1(ǫ)/S1) can no longer be identified,
because of the non-triviality of the Hopf fibration. Instead, the topology has
been given a ‘twist’. An example of this is if we start with M = H. Now
iterating the above construction generates the Gibbons-Hawking Ak multi-
instanton spaces, where the spheres at large distance are replaced by lens
spaces S3/Zk+1.
We can make this more precise by observing that the space
M1 = {(m, q) ∈M ×H | µ(m)− φ(q) = ǫ}
projects onto both M and Mmod. The first map is just projection onto the
first factor (onto as φ is surjective), while the second is just the quotient map
M1 →Mmod. Note that the first map is not quite a fibration: it has S1 fibres
generically but over µ−1(ǫ) the fibres collapse to a point.
On the open sets where both maps are fibrations, note that M1 → Mmod
is a Riemannian submersion, but that the projection to first factor is not. As
shown in [24], the metric g˜ induced on M by M1 has the form
g˜ = g + V (µ)gH, (12)
where gH = α
2
0+α
2
I+α
2
J+α
2
K , with α0 = g(X, · ), etc., and V (µ) = 1/2‖µ−ǫ‖
is the potential of the flat hyperKa¨hler metric on H.
One may now generalise the hyperKa¨hler modification, by replacing H by
any hypertoric manifold N of dimension 4. The modification changes the
metric as in (12) with V (µ) now the potential function of N , so one of the
functions (3). In [24] it is proved that metric changes of the form (12) with
V now an arbitrary smooth invariant function on M , so called ‘elementary
deformations’, only lead to new hyperKa¨hler metrics when V is ±V (µ) for
some hypertoricN4. The case of negative V corresponds precisely to inverting
a modification via a positive V .
For general torus actions one can take N to be a hypertoric manifold and
we get a similar picture to that above.
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4 Non-Abelian moment maps
One can also consider cutting constructions for non-Abelian group actions.
Now, because the diagonal and anti-diagonal actions no longer commute, one
considers the product of a K-manifold M with a space N with K×K action
and then reduces by the antidiagonal action formed from the action on M
and (say) the left action on N .
In the symplectic case, following Weitsman [25], with K = U(n) one can
take N = Hom(Cn,Cn) with K ×K action A 7→ UAV −1. The moment map
for the right action is µ : A 7→ iA∗A, with image ∆ the set of non-negative
Hermitian matrices. We have a picture that is quite reminiscent of the Abelian
case, essentially because the fibres of φ are orbits of the left action. The right
moment map φ gives a trivial fibration with fibres U(n) over the interior
of the image, while over the lower-dimensional faces of ∆ (corresponding to
non-negative Hermitian matrices that are not strictly positive), the fibres are
U(n)/U(n − k) where k is the number of positive eigenvalues. This gives a
nice non-Abelian generalisation of the toric cuts described above. To form the
cut space we remove the complement of µ−1(∆ + ǫ) and perform collapsing
by the appropriate unitary groups on the preimages of the lower-dimensional
faces of ∆+ ǫ.
In the hyperKa¨hler case life becomes more complicated. An obvious choice
of N is Hom(Cn,Cn)⊕Hom(Cn,Cn)∗, with action
(U, V ) : (A,B) 7→ (UAV −1, V BU−1).
The hyperKa¨hler moment map for the right U(n)-action is now
µ : (A,B) 7→ ( i
2
(A∗A−BB∗), BA) ∈ ImH⊗ u(n)∗ ∼= u(n)⊕ gl(n,C).
In contrast to the symplectic case, or the Abelian hyperKa¨hler case, the fibres
of µ are no longer group orbits in general; in particular the left U(n)L action
need not be transitive and indeed the quotient of a fibre by this action may
have positive dimension. The result is that when we perform the non-Abelian
hyperKa¨hler modification, blowing up of certain loci occurs.
This is closely related to the phenomenon that the fibres of hyperKa¨hler
moment maps over non-central elements may have larger than expected di-
mension, even on the locus where the group action is free. This is because the
kernel of the differential of a moment map µ is the orthogonal of IG+JG+KG,
where G, as in §2.1, denotes the tangent space to the orbits of the group ac-
tion. For the fibre over a central element this sum is direct (because G is
tangent to the fibre so is orthogonal to the sum, and hence the three sum-
mands are mutually orthogonal), but over non-central elements this is no
longer necessarily true. The dimension of the fibre is now no longer determ-
ined by the dimension of G, and hence not determined by the dimension of
the stabiliser. Note that in the Ka¨hler situation the kernel of dµ is just the
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orthogonal of IG, so here the dimension of the fibre is completely controlled
by the dimension of the stabiliser, even in the non-Abelian case.
Another example of the unexpected behaviour of hyperKa¨hler moment
maps over non-central elements is the phenomenon of disconnected fibres.
This is in contrast to symplectic moment maps, whose level sets enjoy many
connectivity properties, see [23] and the references therein. As a simple hy-
perKa¨hler example we may consider the SU(2) action on H2 = C2× (C2)∗ =
T ∗C2
A : (z, w) 7→ (Az,wA−1) (13)
with hyperKa¨hler moment map
µ = (µR, µC) : (z, w) 7→
( i
2
(zz† − w†w)0, (zw)0
)
, (14)
where · 0 denotes trace-free part, and · † the conjugate transpose. (This cal-
culation arose in discussions with S. Tolman).
We are interested in finding the fibre of µ over (α, β) ∈ su(2)⊕ sl(2,C) ∼=
ImH⊗ su(2)∗. Using the SU(2)-equivariance, we may take
β =
(
λ µ
0 −λ
)
.
We find that the fibre is:
(1) empty or a disjoint pair of circles if λ, µ are both non-zero;
(2) empty, a circle or a disjoint pair of circles if λ is zero and µ non-zero;
(3) empty or a disjoint pair of circles if µ is zero and λ non-zero;
(4) a disjoint pair of circles or a point if λ = µ = 0 (the point fibre occurs
exactly over the origin α = β = 0.
Now let us turn to the the case of SU(3). This acts on T ∗C3 = C3 ⊕
(C3)∗ via (13) and has the same formula (14) for the hyperKa¨hler moment
map µ : T ∗C3 → ImH ⊗ su(3)∗ ∼= su(3) ⊕ sl(3,C). In particular µC(z, w)
has off-diagonal (i, j)-entries ziwj whilst the diagonal entries are of the form
2ziwi −
∑
k 6=i zkwk. Similarly, for j > i, (µR(z, w))ij =
i
2 (zizj − wiwj) and
(µR(z, w))ii =
i
6
{
2(|zi|2 − |wi|2)−
∑
k 6=i
(|zk|2 − |wk|2)
}
.
We consider the fibre µ−1(α, β), for α ∈ su(3), β ∈ sl(3,C). Note that
dimC sl(3,C) = 8 is strictly greater than dimC T
∗C3 = 6 so there are now
restrictions on β to lie in the image of µC. In particular, we see that µ is not
surjective.
For more detail, note that the map µ is SU(3)-equivariant and we may use
the action to put β in to the canonical upper triangular form
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β =

λ1 ξ1 ζ0 λ2 ξ2
0 0 λ3

 ,
with λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 0. This gives the three constraints
z2w1 = 0, z3w1 = 0, z3w2 = 0. (15)
Case 1
Both ξi 6= 0: we have z1w2 6= 0 6= z2w3 implying that z1, z2, w2, w3 are
non-zero and so ζ 6= 0. Equation (15) gives w1 = 0 = z3. This implies
λ1 = λ3 = − 12λ2 = − 13z2w2.
Now z1 determines the remaining variables via
w2 =
ξ1
z1
, w3 =
ζ
z1
, z2 =
ξ2
w3
=
ξ2
ζ
z1
giving the relation
3λ2ξ2 = 2ξ1ζ,
so λ2 6= 0. Constraints on z1 come from µR and using the above relations
they are seen to only involve linear combinations of x = |z1|2 and 1/x. Thus
there are at most 2 values for |z1|. However, closer inspection reveals that the
entries above the diagonal in µR are
∗ p|z1|2 0∗ ∗ q/|z1|2
∗ ∗ ∗

 ,
with p = ξ2/ζ, q = ζξ1. Thus α13 = 0, 4α12α23 = −pq = −ξ2ξ1 and there
is at most one solution for |z1|, which together with β specifies the diagonal
entries of α. Thus the fibre is either a circle or empty.
Case 2
ξ1 6= 0, ξ2 = 0: we have z1 6= 0 6= w2 and thus z3 = 0. Now z2w1 = 0 = z2w3
divides into cases.
(a) z2 6= 0, w1 = 0 = w3: gives λ2 = 23z2w2 = −2λ1 = −2λ3 6= 0.
z2 = 3λ2/2w2, z1 = ξ1/w2. In α, the (1, 2)-entry determines z1z2 6= 0 which
specifies |w2| uniquely. So the fibre is either a circle or empty.
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(b) w1 6= 0, z2 = 0: gives λ1 = 23z1w1 = −2λ2 = −2λ3 6= 0, ζ = z1w3. So
w1 = 3λ/2z1, w2 = ξ1/z1, w3 = ζ/z1. The (1, 2) entry of α then specifies |z1|
uniquely and the fibre is a single circle.
(c) w1 = 0 = z2: gives λi = 0 for all i and ζ = z1w3, so w2 = ξ1/z1,
w3 = ζ/z1. For ζ 6= 0, |z1| is determined by α23 and the fibre is a circle or
empty. For ζ = 0, the only non-zero entries are the diagonal ones, with a
the first entry −2 times the other two which are equal. These give a single
quadratic equation for |z1|, so the fibre is either 2 circles, 1 circle or empty. For
example, the first diagonal entry in µR is proportional to 2|z1|2 + |ξ1|2/|z1|2,
which attains any sufficiently large positive value at two different values of
|z1|. In particular, the fibre of µ can be disconnected.
Case 3
ξ1 = 0 = ξ2 = ζ: there are three types of case:
(a) two z’s non-zero: z1 6= 0 6= z2 implies w ≡ 0 and β = 0. The off-
diagonal entries of α determine z2 and z3 in terms of z1. If α23 6= 0, then
this determines |z1| and the fibre is empty or a circle. Otherwise the diagonal
entries lead to a quadratic constraint in |z1|. The fibres are thus 2 circles, one
circle or empty.
(b) one z and one w non-zero: then these must have the same index, say
z1 6= 0 6= w1. So w2 = 0 = w3 = z2 = z3. β is diagonal with two repeated
eigenvalues, w1 = −3λ1/2z1. α is necessarily diagonal, the diagonal entries
give a quadratic constraint on |z1|. The fibres are 2 circles, one circle or empty.
(c) one z or w non-zero: gives β = 0, α diagonal with the sign of the entries
in iα determined by whether it is z or w that is non-zero. The fibre is either
a circle, a point or empty.
5 Implosion
Implosion arose as an abelianisation construction in symplectic geometry [14].
Given a Hamiltonian K-manifold M , one forms a new Hamiltonian space
Mimpl with an action of the maximal torus T of K, such that the symplectic
reductions agree
M//λK = Mimpl//λT
for λ in the closed positive Weyl chamber. In most cases the implosion is a
singular stratified space, even in M is smooth.
The key example is the implosion (T ∗K)impl of T
∗K by (say) the right K
action. Because T ∗K has a K ×K action, the implosion has a K ×T action,
and in fact we may implode a general HamiltonianK-manifold by forming the
reduction ofM×(T ∗K)impl by the diagonalK action. In this sense (T ∗K)impl
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is a universal example for imploding K-manifolds. Concretely, (T ∗K)impl is
obtained from the product of K with the closed positive Weyl chamber t¯∗
by stratifying by the face of the Weyl chamber (i.e. by the centraliser C of
points in t¯∗) and then collapsing by the commutator of C.
There is also a more algebraic description of the universal implosion
(T ∗K)impl, as the non-reductive Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT) quotient
KC//N , where N is the maximal unipotent subgroup. Note that in general
non-reductive quotients need not exist as varieties, due to the possible failure
of finite generation for the ring of N -invariants. In the above case (and in
the hyperKa¨hler and holomorphic symplectic situation described below) it is
a non-trivial result that we do have finite generation, so the quotient does
exist as an affine variety.
In a series of papers [8, 9, 7] the authors and Kirwan described an analogue
of implosion in hyperKa¨hler geometry. There is a hyperKa¨hler metric (due to
Kronheimer [18]) with K×K action on the cotangent bundle T ∗KC, and the
idea is that the analogue of the universal symplectic implosion should be the
complex-symplectic quotient (in the GIT sense) of T ∗KC by N . Explicitly,
this quotient is (KC × n◦)//N , which it is often convenient to identify with
(KC × b)//N , where b is the Borel subalgebra.
In the case of K = SU(n) it was shown in [8] that (KC × n◦)//N arises,
via a quiver construction, as a hyperKa¨hler quotient with residual K × T
action. Moreover the hyperKa¨hler quotients by T may be identified with the
Kostant varieties, that is the subvarieties of kC obtained by fixing the values
of a generating set of invariant polynomials. For example, reducing at zero
gives the nilpotent variety. For general semi-simpleK, results of Ginzburg and
Riche [12] give the existence of the complex-symplectic quotient (KC×n◦)//N
as an affine variety, and the complex-symplectic quotients by the TC action
again give the Kostant varieties.
There is a link here with some intriguing work by Moore and Tachikawa
[21]. They propose a category HS whose objects are complex semi-simple
groups, and where elements of Mor(G1, G2) are complex-symplectic manifolds
with G1 × G2 action (together with a commuting circle action that acts
on the complex-symplectic form with weight −2). We compose morphisms
X ∈ Mor(G1, G2) and Y ∈ Mor(G2, G3) by taking the complex-symplectic
reduction of X × Y by the diagonal G2 action. The Kronheimer space T ∗G,
where G = KC, gives a canonical element of Mor(G,G)—in fact this functions
as the identity in Mor(G,G). The implosion now may be viewed as giving an
element of Mor(G, TC), where G = KC and TC is the complex maximal torus
in G.
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